Confirmed speakers include:

- **Egil Fredriksen**
  Casthouse Group Manager, Qatalum

- **Pankaj Kumar Singh**
  Senior Process Engineer, Ma’aden Aluminium

- **Haitham Al Lahouri**
  Casthouse Maintenance Superintendent, Sohar Aluminium

- **George English**
  Casthouse Technical Support Manager, Pyrotek

- **Mayank Agrawal**
  Senior Superintendent – Safety, EGA

- **Masoud Al-Qahtani**
  Senior Process Engineer, Ma’aden Aluminium

- **Ahmed Al Badi**
  Casthouse Operations Superintendent, Sohar Aluminium

- **Hussain Al Malali**
  Casthouse Operations Manager, ALBA

A few of the subjects to be covered are:

- Reduction in Surface Blister and Sub-surface porosity in Billets through In-house Process Optimization
- Increasing the Melt Rate in Remelt Furnaces
- Safety in casting operations
- Using lean - six sigma to improve cast house performance
- CRM (Critical Risk Management) in Casthouse
- TAC Operation - Success story
- Increasing Furnace Capacity by Reducing Refractory Lining Thickness
- Dross minimization
- Improvement in Casthouse Productivity

**GAC CASTHOUSE SEMINAR**

5-6 December 2018   |   Hormuz Grand Hotel, Muscat - Oman

The GAC Casthouse Seminar will provide an excellent opportunity to share global knowledge from professionals and practical applications of the subject matter, among the GCC smelters.

The participants will gain a broader perspective from this very informative seminar, which they can apply in their own work environment.

**Registration fee: US$ 950**

**Contact:** Adele Carollissen   |   Email: adele@gac.ae
Tel: +971 4 457 2051 | +971 50 557 8645
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